ALTERED MINI COMP BOOK
By Twila Davis
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Stampin’ Up! Supplies Used:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Stamps: Love What You Do, Very Vintage
Inks: Berry Burst, Mint Macaroon, Stazon Black
Cardstock: Mint Macaron, Whisper White
Designer Paper: Share What You Love Specialty Designer Paper (DSP)
Accessories: Share What You Love Artisan Pearls, Nature's Twine, 1/4" Wide Ribbon
Tools: Stampin'Layering Ovals Framelits Trimmer, Paper Snips, Big Shot, Crop-a-dile (retired),
Multipurpose Liquid Glue
Miscellaneous: Miscellaneous: Mini Comp Book, Ink Pen

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Using the DSP cut (2) pieces a long 3 1/8" x 4 1/2" and (2) coordinating pieces a long 3 1/3" x 4 1/2".
You will be trimming the pieces down to fit. Always better to start out to big. Remember that no two
comp books are alike.

2. Glue the (2) smaller pieces to the front and back covers of book, butting them up to the black binding.
Trim excess DSP from corners and sides. Use the Crop-a-dile and the side with the bigger hole to punch
(4) holes from the top down as far as it will let you. One on each end and one in each of the bindings as
shown. Take a 20" piece of 1/4"ribbon and thread through the holes as shown.

3. Slip the ink pen through the ribbon notch on the binding.

3. Slip the ink pen through the ribbon notch on the binding.

4. Glue the bigger (2) pieces of DSP to the inside front and back covers of book, covering the ribbon and
making sure that the ribbon is tight around the pen. Trim corners and excess DSP.

5. Close the book and tie ribbon in a bow. Cut a piece of coordinating DSP at 1/2" x 3 1/8". Using the
Big Shot and 3" Scallop Oval Framlit, cut a Scallop Oval in Mint Macaron, Using the Oval Thinlits that
goes with the Scallop cut an Oval in Whisper White. Stamp The image shown below in Black Stazon on
the Whisper White Oval and then Stamp flowers in Berry Burst. Add the strip of DSP and the Ovals as
shown in the picture.

6. Stamp the Saying using the stamp set Very Vintage in Stazon Black onto a scrap of Mint Macaron.
Trim around saying and add to bottom lefthand corner of book.

6. Stamp the Saying using the stamp set Very Vintage in Stazon Black onto a scrap of Mint Macaron.
Trim around saying and add to bottom lefthand corner of book.

7. Cut a 5" piece of Nature's Twine (I used Crumb Cake) and pull it apart into 3 sections. Take one of
those sections and pull it apart into 3 pieces and tie in a bow. Attach to bottom of flowers with a dot of
glue. Add (3) Artisian Pearls to the flowers. Finish by trimming the bows. Your Altered Mini Comp
Book is now completed!

